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Abstract NPR is a large area of study with many different aspects, all of which are cross-linked. This project is motivated by the lack of NPR paint programs available today and attempts to address this feature of NPR. We wish to design and create a program that will convert your screen into an artist’s canvas. Users should be able to paint on different media, with different brushes and paints, and be able to see a realistic rendering of the image. In this project we manage to design and implement a program that does simulate painting with watercolours, with dispersion, colour mixing, and the ability to vary attributes. This was enabled by using the cellular automaton paper model and HSB rendering of images, both of which are a solid foundation for future work. Although from the testing we found that our dispersion method did not entirely simulate dispersion in real life, overall people still gladly accepted that this program does indeed try to simulate painting. Overall, this program serves as a solid platform for future implementation of more complex techniques such as the layer model in paper and the Kubelka Munk model for rendering images. It also enables other models to be implemented an example being the simulation of a palette knife.
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1 Introduction1 Imagine you are an artist, who desires to paint masterpieces on your travels. However due to conforming to the high-tech society prevalent today, you cannot carry your easel and canvas on the train, or in your car. Picture as you open your everyday laptop, your own personal canvas unfolds in front of your eyes. An easel of paints of any type is available to you, as well as your choice of media. As you create brush strokes you see the paint spread on the canvas, or perhaps you see the build of layers of an oil painting. The choice is yours. This is what we aspire to create, a program that transforms your screen into your personal canvas.



1.1 Project Inspirations Non-photorealistic rendering of images is a growing area of study that entails discovering innovative ways in which computer generation of images can appear to be made by hand. Professional packages such as Corel Draw and Adobe Photoshop contain filters that can be applied so that an image can be perceived as being hand drawn or painted. However this could be seen as a shortcoming of these programs as they render a pre-drawn image and do not let an image be created real time, as if a person was drawing or painting right at that moment.



Figure 1: Brush strokes and mixing in ArtRage



There is a severe lack of any type of paint simulation available today. One such program that is available is a program called ArtRage (§10.2 [23]). It simulates many aspects of art, but the aspect we are most interested in is painting. Figure 1 shows some example of some brushstrokes using this program. It is an example of one of the programs available that carries out this simulation extremely well, and enables realtime NPR of user input.



1.2 Project Objectives The main objective of the project is to create a program that simulates painting in real life. This will entail attempting to simulate the following attributes: •



Brush strokes



1



This report and all associated files can be downloaded from: www.ee.ic.ac.uk/eeeproj/mao02 OR al.munawar.googlepages.com/project
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• Brush • Paint Dispersion • Paper/Media • Watercolours • Oil painting There are theories and ideas that have previously been realised for these objectives, and some of which have also been implemented. We aim to amalgamate the most useful ideas and combine them to meet these objectives. The secondary objective is therefore to implement an efficient and realistic painting simulation, given that there are lots of possibilities to simulate the attributes mentioned above.



1.3 Report Overview The report is split into various chapters that encompass the whole project flow. Figure 2 shows the stages of work.



Figure 2: Flow diagram of intended method of work



We will commence this project with our Background Knowledge that will investigate aspects of NPR related to paint simulation including various paper models, such as cellular automaton and layer models, and also image rendering techniques such as the use of the Kubelka Munk model. System Design will then go onto various options chosen at a high level state and Implementation will address the way they were applied at a lower level. We will also then test our system on users, in Experimentation and Results, while special attention to specific test such as stress and GUI testing. We will also carry out benchmarking tests to see how well our program follows existing application/s. The end of the report consists of a Conclusion with an overall view of the whole project and possible Future Work. There is also a User Guide and some Screenshots of our paint program output and users testing the system. A Bibliography is also provided.
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2 Background Knowledge This section gives an explanation of the areas applicable to the project in the context of the chosen niche. Each aspect is explained in order to obtain a full understanding of the project scope. In terms of painting, the aspects covered in NPR are many. Figure 3 shows some of the issues and attributes that must be addressed when attempting to simulate painting. HSB



Other



Cells Mesh



Rendering Paper Layer K-M NPR Angle



Automata Brush Painting Process



Paint Pressure Other



Fluid



Figure 3: Spider diagram of project



The above diagram is extremely simplified, and in reality all the above areas, namely brush, rendering, paper and painting process are interlinked and their respective leaves actually represent developments for painting simulation in that area. Thus when carrying out this project, we cannot focus on one area while disregarding the others, for example the painting process depends on the paper as well as the brush attributes, and the rendering depends on the model of the paper. Given the large scope of NPR, we must focus in on one aspect whilst giving due regard to the associated links, and either implement them too or set them at a feasible level. We will also explain the relevance of using Java 2D API at the beginning of this section as well as concluding the section with the state of NPR painting today.



2.1 Java 2D API “The Java 2D API provides • A wide range of geometric primitives, such as curves, rectangles, and ellipses and a mechanism for rendering virtually any geometric shape • A compositing model that provides control over how overlapping objects are rendered • Enhanced colour support that facilitates colour management”(§10.2 [10]) The above are simply a selection of classes that the Java 2D API enables us to use and that will play a vital part in our project. One important aspect of this is that it enables the manipulation of Buffered Images, which allows image manipulations such as sharpen or blur to be possible. This is further explained in §4.3 and §4.4. However as an insight to the use, it will allow us to manipulate paint as it is shown on the screen.
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2.2 Paper When it comes to painting, the majority of artists use paper as a media. Paper can vary in many ways, and in order to simulate this, we must take into account a number of factors. The theory of paper modelling is fundamentally based on a cellular model, upon which various people have extended the model to more realistically simulate paper, namely varying the cells in depth as well as attributing each cell as many layers. These extensions are explained in §2.2.3 and §2.2.4.



2.2.1 Cells The basic media model for paper is a 2D cellular automaton model consisting of arrays of cells, each having a certain set capacity to hold water and paint. It can be pictured as an ice cube tray; as a container in a tray fills up, it may go over its capacity, and the water will flow into the neighbouring containers; in our case it is paint that fills the cells and then subsequently flows into neighbouring cells. Figure 4 below gives a visual representation of this process.



Figure 4: A graphical representation of a cell and its neighbours (§10.1 [10])



At a basic and initial level, this model can be used to simulate paper. However as mentioned previously, this model can be extended, as described below.



2.2.2 Cell Depth Paper is by nature uneven, and therefore any substance will react differently according to the unevenness, or coarseness, of the paper. A possible way to model this is to allocate a depth for each cell, as shown in Figure 5.



Figure5: Cell Capacity - each cell has a certain depth associated with it, as you move along the paper the depth/capacity varies



The depth of the cells can either be fixed to vary between certain ranges or be allocated a random depth, which are both dependent on the type of media used. The topography of a coarse medium will tend to
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have a lager variation than a fine medium. This can be directly related to the capacity of the cell to store water and paint, which is therefore a direct extension of the cellular model. Note that although the cells may have low capacity, the extra padding of the paper may be related to layers that may occur in a paper model. This is explained further in §2.2.4.



2.2.3 Fibre Another extension to the cellular model is the relationship between the source cell, its neighbouring cells and also between single cells themselves. In any media, there is not always a direct one to one correlation between cells, as paint flow may favour one direction to another. This may be due to the fibre structure within the media. Fibres represent the direct connection between a cell and its neighbours and paint and water is transferred between cells via these fibres. The amount of fibres for a piece of paper could be arbitrarily assigned using a random sequence but an alternative way to place the fibres is to assign them according to the type of media being used. This would add the notion that a range of types of media can be used to paint on. Figure 6 shows the addition of fibres to the cellular model.



Figure 6: A graphic representation of a cell and its neighbours; fibres connect cells to each other (§10.1 [10])



Fibres could also be allocated a maximum and minimum capacity and hence could be simulated as a network of arcs, with paint flowing between them. This adds more realism to the paper, as paint moving from one cell to another will be restricted by maximum flow constraints and also the capacity of the cells the paint is moving to or from. This brings us nicely to the formulation of cells with layers, as paint can move between layers via the fibres mentioned in this section.



2.2.4 Layers Another good extension to the cellular model is to associate a number of layers with each cell. This allows the simulation of the processes of absorption, evaporation and diffusion that not only occur on the surface of the media but also in associated layers underneath. With the aspect of time, paint can be simulated to dry with the evaporation of water, an aspect that was not directly addressed in the previous models. An example of the layer structure is as follow: each cell can be divided into three layers: surface, absorption and deposition layers. Figure 7 depicts this structure.
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Figure7: A graphic representation of the layers associated with each separate cell (§10.1 [10])



Each layer contributes to the media. The surface layer is where water and ink particles move to and from neighbouring cells and also may be absorbed into the absorption layer. In this second layer, the water and paint particles are either re-absorbed back to the surface layer, or deposited into the deposition layer. The water particles in the deposition layer evaporate over time. This gives one of the most realistic simulations of how paint spreads across and through the media, and also dries on the paper. The way in which paint is simulated is described in the next section.



2.3 Paint Paint can be simulated as a fluid in its own right. Hence one of the ways to simulate paint is via fluid dynamics through processes such as advection. However in conjunction with the model of the paper, as explained previously in §2.2, paint will react accordingly. This is explained by taking the models mentioned in the previous section and explaining how we expect paint to move, flow and react in each model. In this process we are assuming both watercolours and acrylic paint may be used and also justify which model would be suited best for each type of paint respectively.



2.3.1 Cell Model The cellular automaton model by its nature is a model that is associated with certain states. If we break fluid movement into its constituent parts, then we can assume a four-stage process. Firstly there is the movement of water molecules from cell to cell, there is then the accompanied transfer of paint from cell to cell which then results in the mixing of both water and paint particles within a cell. Finally there is the evaporation of water particles as the paint and paper dry over time (§10.1 [1]). This is depicted in Figure 8:



Figure 8: Flow diagram showing processes occurring on one cell in the cell model



In some instances, water may not be present, either due to the artist not wanting to use water, or that acrylic paint is being used. In this case, the paint would still spread but the way in which it will spread will be different as there is no water, which acts as a medium, for paint to flow further. In this case we can either assume that the paint will not disperse, or it will disperse according to the velocity, pressure and direction of the brush stroke.
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2.3.2 Layer Model If a layer model is also assumed, then the stages of flow, as mentioned previously in §2.3.1 would still occur, but it would only apply to the surface layer. We also have to consider the molecules moving within the layers. They will move in the same number of stages but evaporation of water will now only occur in the lowest layer. Also there will now be movement between the different layers of each cell, as explained in §2.2.4, with either three state changes, if water is being used by the artist, or four state changes, where water will evaporate in the lowest layer. Similar to the previous aspect, water and paint molecules move through the surface, namely the surface and absorption layer and vice versa, and are then finally deposited into the deposition layer. The water molecules deposited into the final layer will evaporate over time. Figure 9 depicts the movement of the molecules for this model.



Figure 9: Flow diagram showing processes occurring within one cell in the layer model



2.3.3 Fibres If fibres were also modelled in the cellular model, then we would also have to take into account the flow of paint within the fibres, to and from each cell. The four-stage process would still hold, except that the amount of paint would depend on the capacity of the fibres and/or also the number of fibres connecting the cells.



2.3.4 Fluid Dynamics All the above models actually help simulate painting with watercolours. Acrylic painting, by its nature, is more associated with layers of paint; hence the layer model would actually help simulate acrylic paint. Due to the nature of acrylic paint, a more appropriate and realistic way is to model the paint via fluid dynamics. In this case many aspects of the fluid in use have to be put into perspective. Although a similar cell/layer approach is used for the paper, and at a simple level a similar movement of particles ensues; the way in which these particles move are governed by the mathematical equations used to simulate the fluid. Attributes such as viscosity of paint have to be included. The equations that are associated with this area of study are briefly mentioned here. The brush velocity and direction has to be taken into account, as do the resistance of the paper and the future movement of the paint on the paper. Computing the velocity of the brush, and therefore the paint enables us to predict the motion of the paint, and then applying a suitable advection equation enables an accurate motion of the paint. The modelling of the brush is discussed in §2.4. Although more complex and time consuming, this method does give a more realistic impression of simulating paint movement and of the painting process. Note that modelling paint through mathematical equations requires us to take into account not only aspects of the paint, brush and paper but also of natural forces gravity and friction, For example, we know that as paper coarseness increases, the resistance factor of the paper increases, and therefore in turn reduces the distance paint will spread on the paper. Gravity will also affect the speed, direction, and distance that paint will spread.
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2.4 Brush When a person actually paints a picture, the strokes that the person makes vary in angle, pressure and velocity. These are some of the various attributes of the brush. We also have to consider both the number and type of bristles of the brush used. In order to obtain an accurate model, all these factors must be taken into account. Here we discuss some of the methods that can be modelled.



2.4.1 Bristles Brushes come in a variety of shapes and sizes, and the bristles on each brush vary both in size and number. Each bristle can be simulated as a separate stroke of a brush, and the velocity, angle and pressure of each bristle will vary. To simulate this, one has to model every single bristle, and calculate the path of each bristle in order to compute the relevant stroke. This can be done by either modelling the brush and bristles as a cone, or by computing spline and Bézier curves for each bristle, each of which is explained below.



2.4.2 Cone A simple way visualise the brush is as a cone of bristles. Paint is stored between the bristles due to capillary action. Paint flows from the bristles to the tip of the brush and then on to the paper. This can also impose the idea that paint is unevenly spread within the brush and hence produce different strokes due to the gradient the brush is held at and the pressure exerted. Similar to the paper model, the brush could be modelled as a cellular automaton with the paint being held in cells between the bristles with fibres joining the bristles depending on the thickness and type of brush. As the stroke of the brush is made, the paint would move from the brush to the paper. The velocity of the brush, as well as the gradient and pressure exerted could all be taken into account in order to produce a suitable function to simulate the movement of paint from the brush to the paper.



2.4.3 Spline Another possible way to simulate the brush is to use B-spline or Bézier curves. Binh Pham (§10.1 [13]) used cubic B-spline curves to simulate a brush stroke. Each stroke consisted of three components: path, width and colour. The path of the brush was modelled by a cubic B-spline that depended on the user’s stroke. The thickness was modelled by a set of bristles along the curve of the trajectory. Each bristle would create another curve that would be blended with the main spline curve. This was based on a user inputting values of pressure at specific points in the spline curve. This produced a series of quadrilaterals that formed that brush stroke. To achieve the realistic colour of the stroke the user would enter a beginning and end shade, and then using the quadrilaterals and spline curves, the colour value for each separate region was found by interpolation. Thierry Pudet (§10.1 [14]) further improved on this by using a pressure sensitive stylus. This method used Bézier curves to fit the path of the brush. A polygonal approximation was then computed from this path and the brush outline. This approximation was then fitted to a Bézier curve. Note that in his system the user could choose the type and size of brush. Each brush had parameters of width, height, angle and elasticity; the last three attributes together determined the brush shape deformation under pressure.



2.4.4 Angle, Velocity, and Pressure As mentioned in the sections above, attributes such as angle, velocity, direction and pressure must be taken into account to further improve the model of the brush. For the majority of these attributes, the use of a Haptic device, as shown below in Figure 10, may be essential as normal pointer devices cannot register these attributes. Figure 11 depicts all the attributes associated with the brush that play a part in
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the painting process. Without such a device, these attributes may have to be set, or estimated from the limited input of the pointer used.



Figure 10: Haptic device: Sensable PHANToM



Figure 11: Attributes associated with a brush stroke



2.5 Image Rendering In NPR, two ways of rendering are most predominant with painting simulation; the simple HSB rendering method or the use of the more complex Kubelka Munk model to render an image in 3D, both of which are described below. Another important aspect of image rendering is colour mixing which is also explained in this section.



2.5.1 Colour Mixing Colour can be mixed in a variety of ways. In our case, we assume that the paint mixes on the canvas. Colour mixing is the process in which particles hit together and combine to create a new colour. Regardless of whether watercolour or acrylic paint is used, in terms of ratios, a pure red colour mixed with a pure yellow colour, with a ratio of 1:1, would result in a pure orange colour. Altering the ratio of the two initial colours will result in a different shade of orange. This also occurs in painting i.e. colours produced by the mixing of paints will depend on the amount, or ratios, of the separate paints If we now take into account the type of paint being used, with watercolours we must also take account of any water on the canvas, as this will affect the brightness of the colour. Areas of high water will result in lighter colours whereas low water ratios will result in stronger darker colours. With acrylic paints water is not used as much, however if used it may affect the shade of the colour, but more importantly it will affect the spread of the paint. When mixing colours, in real life when painting a lighter colour over a darker colour, the result produced will be different if the order was opposite i.e. dark after light. With colour mixing, all of this must be taken into account before rendering the final image.



2.5.2 HSB HSB model relies on representing colour through three attributes: its Hue, Saturation and Brightness. The hue defines what colour type a chosen colour is and varies from 0 to 360, The Brightness and Saturation,
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both vary from 0 to 1, define the fade and clarity of the colour. This is best understood graphically as shown in Figure 12:



Figure 12: A representation of the HSB model



If combined with the theories of paper and paint mentioned previously, then images as shown in Figure 13 can be produced:



Figure 13: A traditional black and white Japanese paint rendered using the HSB model (§10.1 [10])



This method renders the image more in the style of traditional Japanese paintings than of Western oil paintings. This rendering method is best suited for watercolour painting as there is no defined layering or 3D visualisation of paint. For this complex visualisation the next model is suggested.
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2.5.3 Kubelka Munk The Kubelka-Munk (§10.1 [11][8]) model is more associated with acrylic painting, where the paint actually creates layers on a canvas, in contrast to watercolours that spread. In this model, each pigment is assigned a set of absorption and scattering coefficients that control the amount of light absorbed or scattered in a particular layer of pigment. These coefficients have been determined experimentally, and differ for the red, green and blue channels, as they depend on the wavelength. Note that this rendering assumes the image is made of layers of paint (as in reality this is the case) and that each layer is responsible for the colours that are seen. Figure 14 shows the process in which the image is rendered:



Figure 14: Flow diagram showing the Kubelka Munk rendering process (§10.1 [8])



Figure 15 shows the equations used in this rendering. The first equation is used to compute the absorption and scattering coefficients (K/Mix) for each layer of paint. The second set of equations is then used to compute the reflectance and transmittance of each layer and the last equation computes the reflectance of a particular layer given the reflectance of all the layers underneath it. This is carried out for each layer, using a bottom up approach, and in the last stage, the result is converted into an RGB value according to a light spectrum. Figure 15: Equations for Kubelka-Munk The first equation is used in Stage 1, it relates the reflectance of mixture i, R∞,i to the absorption and scattering values of each constituent pigment, Kj and Sj, and their relative concentrations The second set of equations computes the reflectance and transmittance of a layer, d being the thickness of the layer of the paint This last equation is used in Stage 3, which computes the total reflectance given the reflectance of the layers below i (§10.1 [8])



This method can give an almost 3D effect of paint as the human eye will perceive different reflectance from each pigment and each layer of the painting As mentioned before, this model is best used for simulating acrylic paint as the paint creates layers which in reality are 3D and this model enables the image to be rendered as in real life. Figure 16 is an example of an existing program that uses this method to render its images:
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Figure 16: A painting created with IMPaSTo using the KM rendering technique (§10.1 [8])



2.6 NPR Today Non-photorealistic rendering has been pursued in various avenues for some time and there have been many successes in terms of painting. Here we highlight some programs and methods that are currently in use today



2.6.1 Genetic Approaches to NPR Dr. John Collomosse researches the application of NPR of 2D content of both images and videos. The main aspect of his research is obtaining data from images and video and manipulating them in such a way that the resultant product is that the original image now looks like a canvas painting. He deals with extracting a salience measure from images which best matches human sketching. Combining this with a genetic algorithm for classifying certain aspects of the picture, the image can be transformed into an impasto style picture (see §2.6.2). The main point to highlight is that this manipulation and rendering occurs offline, i.e. the image is manipulated and the final result is displayed to the user. This is still important as it shows that there are techniques available to render an image as a painting. An example is shown in Figure 17.



Figure 17: Example of rendering an image (§10.1 [12])



2.6.2 IMPaSTo As shown in Figure 16 in §2.5.3, IMPaSTo is one of the programs that actually simulate painting. IMPaSTo is an interactive painting simulation that represents artistic styles of acrylic and oil painting. It uses mathematical techniques to model the paint, so aspects such as paint advection and paint velocity have
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been applied. It also applies a many layer paper model, with only one wet layer and many dry layers. It uses the Kubelka Munk model to mimic the paint as it would appear on a canvas and to complement this paintings are represented as paint pigments instead of standard RGB values. IMPaSTo also uses a customised colour space that gives greater colour accuracy. The program makes use of a haptic device for input, in order to compute the various attributes of a brush stroke. Figure 18 shows some more of the example outputs of the program. The system allows for a variety of painting styles, from semi transparent glazing to impasto style painting.



Figure 18: Example of images using IMPaSTo (§10.1[8])
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3 System Design In §2 we discussed many aspects of NPR, with particular emphasis on painting, and highlighted various attributes that have to be understood and implemented. Each node, as shown in Figure 3 in §2 is actually a project in its own right, and it is beyond the timescale for this project to implement everything. However, in this section we will attempt to design a system in terms of incremental development, so that no matter which stage the project is suspended at, there are ample structures and resources for the project to carry on. We will not only discuss what choices we made, but also possible alternatives that are available we will justify the choices made. Note that we will initially attempt to implement painting with watercolours and then go further to implement acrylic paints.



3.1 Program Flow Figure 19 depicts a simple flow diagram of the basic process of the system:



Figure 19: Flow diagram of system process



The user will execute the program, at which point they will be able to do various things, namely choose a colour, change attributes of the brush, the canvas, and also to paint. Upon painting on the canvas, the user should see the paint react to the canvas by either dispersing or just forming a stroke on the canvas. This combines paint motion according to the paper model and image rendering.



3.2 Paper Initially, a simple paint program must be implemented, where a person can choose a colour, vary the size of the brush and paint and clear a canvas. This is the basic essential implementation necessary for a person to simulate some sort of a painting environment. The first model of the paper will be the simple cellular automaton, and when this model is successful, the model will be extended to include fibres and then layers. Figure 20 shows the incremental stages of development:
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Figure 20: incremental development of paper model



The reasoning for this methodology is due to the fact that in general the cellular automaton is the basis of the paper models, and then a natural progression would be to add fibres and then finally layers. If the cellular automaton is a robust model, then building upon it will be viable, whereas to immediately implement layers would still require some sort of cellular model to be instantiated first and may result in an insufficient base for future work.



3.3 Painting Conventional painting programs, such as MS Paint, allow you to paint on a canvas as you would on in real life. However it is important to notice that when colours overlap they do not mix. Although these programs were not designed as fully simulated paint programs, we must take into account what occurs in real life, and therefore make sure that our program does mix colours accurately, Figure 21 shows a comparison of a conventional paint program mixing colours and a real life example of colour mixing:



Figure 21: A comparison of colour mixing, MS Paint vs. real-life respectively



As mentioned in §2.5.1 there is also the alternative mixing of dark on light colours and vice versa. Simulating this would be good practice and would also cater for a more realistic simulation. Figure 22 shows the comparison of varying the order in which colours are mixed and the resultant colour produced.
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Figure 22: Colour Mixing: Light blue on yellow (left) Yellow on light blue (right) Different shades of green produced



3.4 Dispersion and Water Content Dispersion of paint and water on the canvas are set attributes associated with painting. Simply put, an artist can wet a canvas to have as much or as little water to initially start with, which in turn will relate to the amount of dispersion that will occur when paint is put onto a canvas. Figure 23 shows this phenomena occurring in real life.



Figure23: Increasing dispersion as increasing water content (from left to right)



From experimentation, we found that the more water there is the more paint will disperse, and the converse is also true. Since watercolours are normally associated with water whilst painting, this will be the initial idea we will adhere to. Oil paint can also be modelled in a similar way, however instead of the water causing the paint to disperse; it will be the viscosity and velocity of the paint that will determine the dispersion. This will be implemented as the models of the paper and paint become more complex so that it is possible to simulate these phenomena.



3.5 Brush Modelling the brush is a project in its own right, hence for this project we will assume that the brush is made up of one bristle with paint moving from the brush to the paper in one motion, i.e. we will only
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model the fact that a user will have a brush to paint with. We will also set the paint on the brush to run out and include an option to vary the brush size. As an extension the brush could be modelled with more attributes, but this is further explained in the later §6.2



3.6 Paper Coarseness As mentioned §2.3.4 we can say that as paper becomes coarser, the paint is restricted in flow, due to friction, and hence will spread less. However, if the water content is high then dispersion will occur although it will be localised. An example is between the two media, normal A4 paper and Sand paper of which the results are shown in Figure 24:



Figure 24: Sandpaper vs. Paper; Coarseness affecting dispersion of paint



It can be seen that dispersion adheres to the rules of flow when no water is present, however if water is present, even on coarse paper the paint does spread although it is more localised. Hence for realistic simulation, we can incorporate this into our program.



3.7 Image Rendering We discussed two types of rendering used in NPR painting, HSB and Kubelka Munk. The first is more associated with watercolours, and the second with acrylic paints. Hence, we will initially attempt to model watercolours, therefore the best rendering would be in fact the HSB method. As the models of both the paper and the paint increase in complexity, we can then attempt to render the image using the Kubelka Munk method. However it is important to note that this can only occur when either paint or paper or both are modelled with layers. This is due to the fact that the Kubelka Munk model is dependent on calculating reflectance and scattering properties from a multi layer model. This was discussed in §2.5.3 previously.
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3.8 Incremental Design Figure 25 shows the intended incremental flow of work:



Figure 25: Flow chart of intended incremental stages of work



Currently we have implemented the first half of the stages of the work. Although not strictly using the cellular automaton model suggested in background knowledge, we do use it at some level, as paint is simulated as spreading into neighbouring cells and mixing with water. This is partly linked with the dispersion of paint that was implemented as was colour mixing. Note that since we are still at this simple level, the method of rendering is using the HSB method as explained in §2.5.2. Paper coarseness and brush size have also been implemented in the program. The way in which these theories and ideas were implemented is discussed in the next chapter.
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4 Implementation Following on from the previous chapter, we will explain how we implemented our system. We will include an explanation of any algorithms used and also snippets of code where deemed necessary. Various strategies will be explained in relation to the system design. In the beginning of this section we will include a UML diagram of our overall design, and also a flow chart depicting the whole work process of the program. This chapter follows a similar format as the previous one, however we will explain the exact strategies used in more detail.



4.1 UML Diagram Figure 26 shows a simplified UML class diagram, which shows the interaction between classes, the relationships between them, and the methods contained within each class.



Figure 26: Simplified UML class diagram
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4.2 Painting Initially we wanted to create a simple painting application where a user could paint on to a canvas, choose colours, and also change various attributes. We wanted to allow the user to paint on the canvas. This required the use of JPanel and Buffered Images. This was used in advance for image manipulation in the later stages of the project. The code for creating a Buffered Image is fairly trivial and is shown below (§10.1 [5]) int width = 100; int height = 100; // Create buffered image that does not support transparency BufferedImage bimage = new BufferedImage(width, height, BufferedImage.TYPE_INT_RGB); // Create a buffered image that supports transparency bimage = new BufferedImage(width, height, BufferedImage.TYPE_INT_ARGB);



Also to allow a simple way for the user to choose a colour, java already has a method in which a colour chooser can be created. It allows a user to choose a colour by observation, HSV or RGB values. The code needed to create this component is shown below and Figure 27 shows a screenshot of the colour chooser (§10.1 [3]) public class ColorChooserDemo extends JPanel ... { public ColorChooserDemo() { super(new BorderLayout()); banner = new JLabel("Welcome to the Tutorial Zone!", JLabel.CENTER); banner.setForeground(Color.yellow); . . . tcc = new JColorChooser(banner.getForeground()); . . . add(tcc, BorderLayout.PAGE_END); }
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Figure 27: A screenshot of the Colour Chooser component



JSliders were used for the attributes associated with the canvas, namely Brush Size, Water Content and Paper Coarseness. Other alternatives included user input textboxes and also combo boxes. JSliders however reduce the need for error checking, such as invalid inputs via textboxes and it is also a more pleasing way to choose a value through a slide bar then a combo box. The coding aspect is also reduced as one does not have to enable any listeners, but instead just obtain the value from the slider bar, a method that is already defined in the Java Swing API.



4.3 Colour Mixing We also wanted to simulate the interaction of paint on the canvas, an important aspect being the mixing of colours. One way that Java displays images on a canvas is by calling the repaint() method. However, instead of displaying images one on top of another, which is what the methods do, we want to combine what was previously on the canvas, with what the user has just added. This requires copying and then manipulating the contents of the image, and aspect where using buffered image helps Figure 28 shows the flow in which we want events to occur.



Figure 28: Flow diagram showing how colour mixing will work
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Essentially, we require a copy of the previous Buffered Image, and we need to combine it in some way with the new Buffered image that the user has drawn on. A way in which this could be achieved is by copying by pixels. The code is shown in below: public BufferedImage copyByPixel(BufferedImage myImage) { for (int x=0; x < myImage.getWidth(); x++) { for (int y=0; y < myImage.getHeight(); y++) { int pixelData = myImage.getRGB(x,y); newImage.setRGB(x,y,pixelData); } } return newImage; }



This entails copying each pixel, one by one, in order to make a copy of the image. As the size of the image increases, so will the computational time of copying the image. A more efficient way of carrying out this copy is by copying directly the Buffered image using the rendered image and graphics of the Buffered image Rendering Image, the code of which is shown below: public static BufferedImage copy(BufferedImage bi, int type) { BufferedImage result = new BufferedImage(bi.getWidth(), bi.getHeight(), type); Graphics2D g = result.createGraphics(); g.drawRenderedImage(bi, null); g.dispose(); return result; }



This actually works faster than the previous method. The method of colour mixing requires looking at each pixel in turn, to obtain the colour at that point from both the new and old image, combine the two and output the average. This can also be carried out in various ways. One way is to convert the RGB value obtained into its respective component colours, and then to mix the colours, revert back to a RGB integer and then set that pixel. The code is shown below:
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for(int i = 0 ; i < OrigImag2.getWidth();i++){ for(int j = 0 ; j < OrigImag2.getHeight();j++){ //create a colour by obtaining the RGB value at that point Color my = new Color(OrigImag.getRGB(i,j)); Color my2 = new Color(OrigImag2.getRGB(i,j)); //extract the separate components using method in Color class int R = (my.getRed() + my2.getRed())/2; int G = (my.getGreen() + my2.getGreen()/2); int B = (my.getBlue() + my2.getBlue())/2; //Create a colour using the RGB values generated and then set the point to the respective RTB value of the colour Color mix = new Color (R,G,B); int RGBmix = mix.getRGB(); OrigImag.setRGB(i,j,RGBmix); } }



This is quite intensive both on the CPU and in the code. A more efficient way is byte manipulation of the RGB int. When obtaining the value of the pixel, an RGB value is returned. Shifting the bits enables us to extract the relevant colours, and therefore mixing becomes much more efficient. The code for this is shown below: public void mixColours(BufferedImage i, BufferedImage o) { for (int x=0; x < i.getWidth(); x++) { for (int y=0; y < i.getHeight(); y++) { int iData = i.getRGB(x,y); int i2Data = o.getRGB(x,y); //if the pixels are not the same colour, mix them if (iData != i2Data){ //extract the data using bit manipulation int red=(iData>>16) & 0xff ; int green=(iData>>8) & 0xff ; int blue=iData & 0xff ; int red1=(i2Data>>16) & 0xff ; int green1=(i2Data>>8) & 0xff ; int blue1=i2Data & 0xff ; //combine the colours and average them int redout = (red+red1)/2; int greenout =(green+green1)/2 ; int blueout =(blue+blue1)/2 ; //revert back to a RGB int int output = 255


In review of this method, another alternative approach was suggested in colour mixing, instead of copying the image, one could manipulate one image, by obtaining the initial RGB value and then changing it real
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time, using the get/set methods available to buffered images. This reduces the time taken for colour mixing and therefore, in terms of performance and coding, was the best choice to use. The code for using this method is shown below: //To get the RGB integer value of point (x, y) myBufferedImage.getRGB(x, y); //To set the RGB integer value of point (x, y) with RGB integer value of -1 (white) myBufferedImage.setRGB(x, y, -1);



When using buffered images, one can set the image to be a certain type. An important type is the ARGB Buffered Image. It includes an alpha channel that indicates the transparency of the colours. Hence as colours lay over each other, according to the transparency level set, we can see a mix using the bottom colour. This however does not always produce an accurate mix of colours. Therefore not only do we use this alpha channel, but we also use our own mixing algorithm to simulate colour mixing. This in fact enables the effect of light upon dark colour mixing, and vice versa, as mentioned in §2.5.1 and §3.3.



4.4 Water Content and Dispersion One of the aspects mentioned in §3.4 is the ability to set the amount of water on the canvas. When using watercolours, water is the essential medium needed for paint to spread. In order to simulate this, we can assign the canvas at a certain time to have a certain amount of water, that is, we can decide how much water there is on the canvas before we actually attempt to paint a stroke on the canvas and that we can change the water content as we paint. We also want to make sure that as water increases on the canvas, then the paint disperses over a larger region. This is easily facilitated by setting a variable to become the value of the water at that instance which acts as a counter for the amount of dispersion; in essence the pseudo code is as follows in Figure 29: for each point{ dispersion_count = water_content cell = source_cell while (dispersion_count != 0){ get colour_after_disperse set neighbour cells = colour_after_disperse update cells_containing paint cell  next cell dispersion_count-– } }



Figure 29: Pseudo code for dispersion of paint subject to water content



4.4.1 Cell Object We will therefore create a new object know as Cell which will contain the attributes as shown in the code below:
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public Cell(int color,int x, int y, int prevX, int prevY, int amount){ this.rgbValue = color; this.x = x; this.y = y; this.prevX = prevX; this.prevY = prevY; this.state = true; this.dry = false; this.amount = amount; }



Each cell will contain its own location, as well as the location of the parent if it has one. This is to reduce computation to prevent paint from going back in to its source. We are assuming here that paint always flows away from its source, as mentioned in §4.4. Cell will contain an attribute known as amount, which will contain the amount of paint within that cell. As the paint spreads to neighbouring cells, it gets further away from the source, paint is left in the parent cell/s and therefore the amount of paint reduces in the child cell/s. This can therefore be attributed to the amount of dispersion regardless of the water on the paper. The Cell object will also contain the colour of the paint at that point, as well as a dry attribute which is a condition which may or may not allow the paint to flow. It is to simulate water evaporating and paint being stationary and not mixing. In order to simulate the changing of cells with respect to their neighbours, we can use some sort of structure such as lists, arrays or vectors to store the changing cells. Both lists and arrays have their pitfalls, with lists being complex to search through, and arrays being set to a certain size. As the paint spreads, the number of cells will increase to an unknown number, and we want to have efficient access to those cells. Therefore, a Vector is created and used, as they can dynamically increase or decrease in size, which is exactly what we need. So in full, we have a dynamic vector that contains object of the type Cell. This vector will be have objects of type Cell being added and removed from it until dispersion has finished, which is attributed to the amount of paint within the cell as described above. Figure 30 shows the flow of processes in order to visualise this:



Figure 30: Flow chart of Vector component use
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In order to simulate dispersion correctly, we attempt to run a separate thread that acts to disperse each source point. This will mean that the paint will spread as you make the stroke.



4.4.2 Object creation Java is known for bad memory usage in terms of object creation. In the above algorithm, we create many objects as the paint spread. If we calculate the number of Cell objects created, starting initially with the source Cell and its four neighbours we get this sequence of number of objects; 1, 4, 12, 36, 108, 324, 972, 2916. This is only for 7 iterations and already there are many number of objects being created. This is also assuming we are only concerning ourselves with four direct neighbours, when the actual algorithm must take into account eight neighbours! Hence the number of cells increases exponentially. We would expect that the CPU would be able to handle this, however when attempting to simulate using this method, the program ground to a halt. In order to remedy this, we decided to adjust the algorithm so that the dispersion would occur without the creation of as many objects. In fact we only create cells for the source points and then spread the paint as before without creating objects of the neighbouring cells. Instead we compute the dispersion of paint using just the source point, and a gradient function for the colour of the paint. We calculate the colour gradient from the initial source colour to white and change the neighbouring pixels to the correct colour. We have to take into account both the amount of water on the canvas and the size of the brush to calculate the correct distance of dispersion.



4.5 Brush We decided in §3.5 previously that the brush would not be modelled to a detailed level, and that the aspects associated with the brush would be the process of running out of paint, and also changing the brush size. However in Java there are different ways to draw lines or strokes. The first attempt was to draw a single line for the stroke. In java we must specify the start and end points of the line and a straight line is drawn to join the points together. This is obviously unrealistic as we will also want to also draw curves. Another way of drawing on the canvas is to draw a set shape for each point where the brush stroke is made, this would require creating and drawing a shape at each point the pointer passes. To facilitate strokes Java includes API called Basic Strokes. We decided to implement this as it was an effective way of drawing strokes. We can also specify the width of the stroke which enables us to set the size of the brush, the code for creating and using this functionality is shown below: //obtain the size of the brush float strokeSize = (float)brushSize.getValue(); //set the size of the stroke to the brush size, with curved joining and end points g2.setStroke(new BasicStroke(strokeSize, BasicStroke.CAP_ROUND, BasicStroke.JOIN_ROUND)); //draw the stroke according to user input g2.draw(new Line2D.Double(lastClickX1, lastClickY1, lastClickX, lastClickY));



Another simple aspect to model for the brush was to only allow a certain amount of paint on the brush, i.e. as the user creates a stroke the paint will “run out” and the user is forced to draw another stroke to finish the line. This simulates the process in real life where an artist runs out of paint on the brush and has to dip the brush into the paint again. This was achieved by adding a counter to the stroke, so after a certain number of stroke points, the brush would automatically run out of paint.
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5 Experimentation and Results As with all programs, it is good practice to test them against certain standards to see if they actually function as we expect them to. Standard tests include user testing, benchmarking, monkey testing and stress testing, all of which help to test the fidelity and performance of a program. We can also let people try the system and then query them about the program. The chapter titled Screenshots at the end of the report shows some images of users actually testing the program. The majority of users actually used the program on an interactive whiteboard, so a finger could be used to paint on the simulated canvas. For this testing scenario, people from various ages and backgrounds can be asked a series of questions pertaining to the program. The set of people will be: Children at school: 3 yrs old, 7 years old, 12 years old; Teenagers, fellow colleagues at university, a selection of 30 to 50 year olds, and also one art teacher. A series of question will be asked in this order and a checklist will be filled as the user in question realises certain aspects. The wording may be changed according to the age group. Figure 31 shows the type of questions asked in a checklist format. Each user will have 5 minutes to familiarise themselves with the program, after then which the questions will be asked. Users will still be able to use the program in order to answer the questions. To improve testing, a canvas can be set up next to the monitor so a direct comparison can be made. What does the program do? Options: Paints, Spreads, Brush-Size, Water, Clears, Saves, Mixes, Simulates What do you see happening? Options: Painting, Spreading, Lightening, Shapes, Mixing What do you think of it? Options: Bad, Not Good, OK, Good, Excellent If I said this program simulated painting with watercolours would you agree? Options: Yes, Maybe, No, Don’t Know



Figure 31: Questions asked to users



Does it represent a real painting? Options: Yes, Maybe No, Don’t Know



These questions are general, the results of which may be applicable to certain tests as shown below



5.1 Fidelity In order to ascertain how well our program simulates painting, we can actually test it against existing programs and real world events, as explained below.



5.1.1 Benchmark As mentioned previously in the report, there are two programs, namely ArtRage and IMPaSTo, which already simulate the process of painting. However the programs actually simulate painting with acrylic paint whereas our program is still at the stage of simulating watercolours. It would therefore be pointless to benchmark against these highly developed programs. We will therefore benchmark dispersion against real life scenarios and Corel PHOTO-PAINT to see the how well our program adheres to these implementations. Other aspects that we will also be considering are Colour Mixing, and Paper Coarseness. Also in §5.3.5 we carry out user testing where one of the questions asked is “Does this program represent a real painting”. Since this is associated with benchmarking the results of that question will also be placed here.
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5.1.2 Benchmark Testing Results Dispersion We have compared all three outputs, Real World, Corel and our own program, with water content increasing from left to right, approximately doubling each time: Dispersion - Real World



Dispersion – Corel



Dispersion – Program



Comparing the three outputs we can see both differences and similarities. All three show that as water content increase, then dispersion distance also increases, Also the colour appears to get lighter the further
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from the centre or source it goes. However the way in which they disperse is different, with Corel and Real World output being similar, circular dispersion, but the program output being circular with no water then square the diamond as water content increases. This is due to the way the algorithm works in the program, instead of hard coding, an algorithm was created that causes it to spread in a square rather than circular as it does in Real World and Corel. Below is a graphical representation of the results from the question that was posed, namely “Does this look like a real painting” "Does it look like a real paiting?"



100% 90% 80%



Percentage of Sample



70% 60%



No



50%



Maybe Yes



40% 30% 20% 10% 0% 3 to 4



7 to 8



11 to 13



20 to 23



30+



Age Group



It can be clearly seen that as the age increases the probability of a person agreeing that the painting looks real decreases. This is expected as intelligence increases so does the ability to criticise and compare. This clearly shows that the program is more receptive to a younger audience as a pose to an older audience. It also shows that the representation as compare to a real painting is not realistic, as higher age groups disagree with the question. However it is still important to note that even at a higher age group, there are still a large number of users who do agree that it is a painting, namely 20 to 23 year olds.
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Colour Mixing To test this we can try to mix the primary colours and see if the mix produces the correct result:



We can clearly see the colour mixing appropriately here, (looking from top to bottom, and left to right). There is a slight discrepancy between the appropriate blue to use, however we do see that it produces the correct result. Another aspect to check is the light dark colour mix, as mentioned in §2.5.1 and §3.3, and to see if it holds:



Looking from left to right, we can see a marked difference between yellow on blue and blue on yellow respectively. The shades of green produced depend on the order the colours are mixed, which is as we wanted. Paper Coarseness From §3.6, we know that as paper coarseness increases, the dispersion of paint decreases in terms of locality, the output from our program is shown below; left to right coarseness increases:



We can see clearly that this follows logic, as the coarseness increases, the dispersion in terms of locality decreases. We should also note that dispersion does occur but over increasingly small areas.
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5.2 Performance With all programs, the issue of robustness and stability are key factors that will increase the life and ease of use of a program. Monkey and Stress testing are two ways in which they can be tested respectively. Simulation of real world action must also adhere to and simulate what happens in the real world. An alternative approach is to test this theory on multiple users of different ages and intelligence to test the programs and observe their reactions to the programs. Simulation can also be tested against existing application or sometimes even the actual real world event. We will therefore attempt to test all aspects mentioned in order to get a realistic impression of how well our program actually performs.



5.2.1 GUI Testing If a program has a GUI then it is vital to test it to see if there are any unwarranted scenarios. It can include anything to do with the GUI from moving it around, to incorrect input, or unexpected output. It is different to stress testing, as will be explained in §2.5.3, as the program is not taken to its limits. Any resulting errors or undefined actions can then be documented and resolved by either testing the GUI yourself or by observing any user reactions in user testing. The purpose of this testing is to see what an entity with limited understanding would do to the program and then to resolve any issues after identifying them.



5.2.2 Monkey Testing Results Issue The colour black does not disperse correctly The colour white does not disperse at all The program always saves images as .PNG even if .JPEG is selected If a person decides not to save and hits cancel, the image is still saved



Status Fixed Fixed Fixed Fixed



5.2.3 Stress Test Stress on an object is regarded as putting the item under question to its limits. In our case it would be putting any adjustable values to its extremes, as well as using the program over a long period and feeding it large amounts of data. The results of which can be addressed immediately or put in as future fixes. The following queries can be posed on the system: Setting any of the adjustable attributes: brush size, water content, paper coarseness; to both extremes and observing the result Using the program over a long period of time, i.e. with the same canvas and not clearing it Setting attributes to extremes and observing result, e.g. Maximum and Minimum of Hue, Brightness and Saturation.



5.2.4 Stress Testing Results Stress Water Content Brush Size Paper Coarseness



Issues No issue, as water increases so does dispersion, and vice-versa No issue in resizing, program does slow down as water content increases as well Issue of paint spreading, paint seems to have threshold values, above and below which cause
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Status N/A N/A Not fixed due to time constraints



Hue Brightness Saturation Period of Time Frequency of User Input



paint to not spread at all, or spread too much respectively No issue, hue changes in full 360 range White does not spread at all, nor does any shade of black where the saturation is 0 Threshold Value, deviation from threshold value give odd results No issue, program runs for extended periods of time, tested up to 24 hrs At high water content, regardless of brush size, dispersion takes time.



N/A Fixed Not fixed due to time constraints N/A N/A



5.2.5 User Testing User testing is normally associated with observing if users have access to all facilities relevant to them. Referring back to Figure 19 in §3.1 we can check to see if all those processes are apparent and available to the user. The question “What does the program do?” is a good indication of what the user perceives as options available to them.



5.2.6 User Testing Results The stacked bar chart below is a representation of the results obtained on the question “What does the program do?” The table of results is included to help understand the visualisation
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We see that as the age increases users, become more apparent of the options available to them. From 11 years onwards, we can say that users are aware of full functionality of the program; however their views differ when questioned about paint spreading and simulation. Overall not many users thought that the program simulated real painting although more people favoured the option of paint spreading. The overall comments were fairly positive, but many of the older users stated the program would be more realistic if the paint spread correctly. §9.1 contain some images created using our program to provide some examples of painting produced. We see that if the brush size and water dispersion is fairly small, we get the painting effect produced by dabbing the brush on a canvas, however as both attributes increase, the simulation becomes somewhat unrealistic.
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6 Future Work This chapter will deal with aspects of the project that could be improved and implemented in the future.



6.1 Continuing Work If we again look at Figure 25 from §3.8 of the incremental stages of work:



Currently we have implemented the first third of the stage of the work. Although not strictly using the cellular automaton model suggested in background knowledge, we do use it at some level, of paint spreading into neighbouring cells and mixing with water. This is part of dispersion and we have also implemented colour mixing too. The structures needed have been setup, namely cell objects and dynamic vectors, and the algorithms in use currently give the fastest result. This leaves us to carry on and implement the next stages, namely fibre and layer model, and then the Kubelka Munk model for rendering images. Although not shown in the diagram, the modelling of paint will also have to be adjusted in order to give justice to the more complex image rendering method. However, we must duly note the issues brought up in testing. They must all fully be resolved, the main issue being the way the paint disperses, Although the algorithm is somewhat efficient in terms of performance, it does not seem to disperse in the correct manner as simulated by other programs. This has to be resolved before work can continue. Overall the project has created a solid base to continue the work in this area.



6.2 Future Extensions Some possible extensions to the project as a whole are detailed below:



6.2.1 Brush As stated at the beginning of the report, all attributes pertaining to this area of study, is a project in its own right, however the most interesting extension would be to model the brush correctly. Currently the brush
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is not modelled as it would be in real life, only the brush size is applied here. We could introduce many bristled to a brush as well as including the use of a Haptic device. In fact to enable the simulation of paint as a liquid, we have to know the velocity, angle, and pressure exerted by the brush on to the paper, attributes which are only really extracted with the output from a Haptic device. Figure 32 below shows the attributes that could be taken into account:



Figure 32: Attributes associated with a brush stroke



Also modelling the bristles of the brush would also be interesting to simulate as bristles can vary in size and quality. Brush tips also come in different sizes and shapes, so modelling these variations could also be an extension



6.2.2 Palette Knife An alternative way of painting an image is through the use of a palette knife. Although used primarily for mixing paints artists can also use the knife to paint on canvas. The way in which paint moves from the knife to the canvas is very different from the conventional brush, and can be used to achieve interesting pictures. Figure 33 shows an example of an image created using a palette knife:



Figure 33: Picture created with a palette knife (§10.2 [24])
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7 Conclusions This project was motivated by two things, a lack of NPR producing software and a new novel way of painting on a computer screen, we wanted to create a program similar to the ArtRage program mention in §1.1. In order to do this we decided to implement a paint program with the following objectives proposed: • • • • • •



Simulate Brush strokes Simulate Brush Simulate Paint Dispersion Simulate Paper/Media Simulate Watercolours Simulate Oil painting



Various theories and ideas were researched, with the overall flow of development as shown in figure 25 in §3.8 and as shown below.



We managed to implement the first half of the intended plan of work, and created the solid foundation for improving and extending the project, namely creating object Cell with various attributes, and the use of buffered images and Vectors. We also applied a simple but efficient algorithm to carry out the image manipulation as stated in §4.2 to §4.4. One of the issues brought up in §5 was that the dispersion of paint is somewhat unrealistic, which is both due to style of dispersion and the time taken. Examples of painting do show some blending and a semirealistic simulation of paint as shown in §9.1 One aspect to take into consideration for future work is time. The study and application of NPR is extremely interesting but it can be complex, as the algorithms and theories may take time to implement in code. However if successful the results are well worth the time spent. The program has been created with future work in mind, the foundation has been laid for improvement on the existing system as mentioned in §6.1. There is also potential for other modelling and simulation, such as brush modelling and palette knife simulation. We will finish the report with a user guide for the system, and also some images of our program in action in §9.
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8 User Guide A simple easy to use guide has been included to allow you to run and use the program. Please follow the steps as provided here. All files can be downloaded from either of these WebPages: www.ee.ic.ac.uk/eeeproj/mao02 al.munawar.googlepages.com/project



8.1 Setup Min Computer Specification 2.6 MHz 512MB RAM Keyboard and Mouse input J2SE 1.4.2 installed Files The files can be obtained from the WebPages mentioned above. The files are: initiate.java (contains main) paintingPanel.java diffuseThread.java Menu.java Cell.java myBrush.gif



8.2 Compiling and Executing From Command Line Navigate to location of extracted files Compile java classes using command  javac *.java Execute program using command  java initiate From Java Development Platform (e.g. Eclipse) Import the .java files into a new project Execute the program as a Java application with intitiate.java as the main class
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8.3 Using the program
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8.3.1 Colour Chooser Here you can choose the colour you wish to paint with, through the swatches, HSB or RGB tabs respectively



8.3.2 Attributes Panel Here you can change the water on the paper, brush width and paper coarseness by moving the slider bars. To clear the canvas press the clear canvas button



8.3.3 Canvas Canvas is where you can paint with the colours and attributes chose. It can be clearly seen in §8.3
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8.3.4 Saving your work and Exiting



To save your work, in the menu bar click on File, Save As, and then choose your format. You will then be asked for a filename, which it will then confirm.



To exit, either click on the cross in the top right or choose Exit from the File menu
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9 Screenshots Some screenshots are provided here to show some of the outputs of the programs, some of the drawings created by various users, and also user testing in action



9.1 Painting examples



A four year old painting, notice the blending of paints



An example of a flower painting made in our program
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A flower drawn by an 8 year old



A scenic picture drawn in our program
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9.2 User Testing



Above is the nursery test set, below: we are getting the children to paint before using the program
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Nursery children drawing, notice the variation in style
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Nursery children drawing, notice the variation in style
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Two Year 5 children experimenting on the interactive whiteboard
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Adults and teachers experimenting with the program
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Fellow colleagues as test subjects
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Fellow colleagues as test subjects
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Fellow colleagues as test subjects
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Fellow colleagues as test subjects
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